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ABSTRACT 

This paper is based on how to protect data in cloud storage against corruptions by efficient data integrity 

checking and recovery procedures. In proposed system, we design a data integrity protection (DIP) scheme 

under a mobile Byzantine adversarial modeland enable the client to feasibly verify the integrity of data from 

malicious corruptions. It is desirable to enable clients to verify the integrity of their data in the cloud. We 

implement a DIP scheme for the FMSR codes under a multiserver setting. We builtFMSR-DIP codes, which 

preserve the fault tolerance and repair traffic saving properties of FMSR codes. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Cloud storage is a model of data storage where the digital data is stored in logical puddle, the physical storage 

spread multiple servers, and the physical environment is typically owned and managed by a hosting company. 

These cloud storage givers are responsible for keeping the data available and accessible, and the physical 

environment are protected and running. Cloud storage services can be obtained through a co-together cloud 

computer service, a web service application programming interface (API) or by applications that use the API, 

such as cloud desktop storage, a cloud storage gateway or Web-based content management systems.Cloud 

storage is based on highly practical infrastructure and is like wider cloud computing in terms of ingressable 

interfaces, near-abrupt elasticity and scalability, multi-tenancy, and metered resources.Cloud storage generally 

denotes a hosted object storage service, but the phrase has widen to include other types of data storage that are 

now available as a service, like block storage. 

Cloud storage is:  

1. Made up of many distributed resources, but still acts as one - often referred to as federated storage clouds 

2. Highly fault tolerant through redundancy and distribution of data 

3. Highly durable through the creation of versioned copies 

4. Typically eventually consistent with regard to data replicas. 

 

Outsourcing data storage improves the attack surface area: 

a) When data is issued it is stored at many locations improving the risk of unauthorised physical entry to the 

data. For example, in cloud based architecture, data is reproduce and moved usually so the risk of unauthorised 

data recovery improves considerably. The manner that data is reproduced depends on the service level a 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_hosting_service
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customer select and on the service given. Different cloud vendors provide different service levels. Risk of 

unauthorized entry to data can be diminished through the use of encryption, which can be appealed to data as 

part of the storage service or by on-premises equipment that encrypts data prior to uploading it to the cloud. 

b) The number of people with entry to the data who could be compromised improves dramatically. One 

company might have a small team of administrators, network engineers but a cloud storage company will have 

more customers and thousands of servers and therefore a much larger team of technical staff with physical and 

electronic access to almost all of the data at the entire facility or perhaps the total company. Encryption keys that 

are kept by the service user, as positioned to the service provider limit the entry to data by service provider 

employees. 

c)By splitting storage and networks with many other users/customers it is feasible for other customers to admit 

your data. Sometimes because of inaccurate actions, faulty equipment, a bug and sometimes because of offender 

intent. This risk applies to all types of storage and not only for cloud storage. The risk of possessing data read 

during transmission can be diminished through encryption technology. Encryption in transit preserve data as it is 

being transmitted to and from the cloud service. Encryption at rest preserve data that is stored at the service 

provider. Encrypting data in an on-precise cloud service on-ramp system can issue both kinds of encryption 

protection. 

 

II RELATED WORKS 

Proofs of Retrievability: Theory and Implementation:A proof of retrievability (POR) is a concise proof by a 

file system to a client that a destination file is complete, the client will recover. PORs have low communication 

complexity than transmission.The important advantage is client can start and check unlimited number of 

challenges.PORs into two main types:1.PORs that enable unlimited number of verifications 2.PORs that can 

verify a limited number of queries.In this paper, a new framework enables design of protocols with large range 

of parameter tradeoffs. A java implementation of encoding algorithm has been given where files are processed 

and encoded. Here the future work is to design different encoding techniques with less number of disk access for 

large files and efficient POR protocols to support file updates and publicly checkable PORs are to be designed. 

Remote Data Checking for Network Coding-based Distributed Storage Systems:Remote Data Checking 

(RDC) is a method by which clients can establish the data at unknown servers remains unflawed over time. 

RDC is useful as a prevention tool which allow clients to check whether data is damaged and has to be detected. 

A technique was proposed to add redundancy based on network coding, which provides interesting tradeoffs 

because of its remarkably low communication overhead to repair corrupt servers.The proposals for using 

network coding in storage have one drawback though: the code is not systematic; it does not embed the input as 

part of the encoded output. Small portions of the file cannot be read without reconstructing the entire file.The 

performance properties of remote data checking protocols, such as provable data possession and proofs of 

retrieval, also abide to read-rarely workloads.Data recovery condition: The original file can be recovered as long 

as at least k out of the n coded blocks are not corrupted.We are now ready to present the network coding-based 

RDC scheme (RDC-NC) that provides defense against both direct data corruption attacks and replay attacks, 
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and is able to maintain constant client storage.In this paper, we propose a secure and efficient RDC scheme for 

network coding-based distributed storage systems that rely on un- trusted servers. Our RDC-NC scheme can be 

used to ensure data remains intact when faced with data corruption, replay, and pollution attacks. The 

performance evaluation shows that RDC-NC is inexpensive for both clients and servers. 

Remote Data Checking Using Provable Data Possession: Provable data possession (PDP) can be used for 

remote data checking.A client has stored some data at an unknown server can easily verify that server possess 

original data without retrieving.PDP provide data format independence and have no restriction on challenges to 

prove data possession. PDP also provide public verifiablility.A PDP protocol checks and storage site retains a 

file which consists of blocks.The problem of auditing has been focused whether an unknown server store the 

client data.We also define robust auditing which integrate remote data checking (RDC) with forward error 

correcting codes to mitigate small file corruptions. Previous techniques did not allow sampling are not practical 

when PDP is used to prove possession of large amounts of data. 

Cumulus: Filesystem Backup to the Cloud:In this paper Cumulus, a system for efficiently implementing file 

system backups over the Internet. Cumulus is particularly designed under a thin cloud assumption that the 

remote data centre storing the backups does not provide any special backup services.Cumulus aggregates data 

from small files for remote storage, and utilize LFS-inspired segment cleaning to maintain storage efficiency. 

Cumulus also effectively represents increase changes, including changes to large files.Cumulus will often group 

data from many smaller files together into larger units called segments. Segments changed into the unit of 

storage on the server, with each segment reserved as a single file. Filesystems typically contain many small files. 

Avoid inefficiencies associated with many small files.Avoid costs in network protocols: Provide additional 

privacy when encryption is used: Aggregation helps hide the size as well as contents of individual files.The 

Cumulus simulator models the process of backing up collections of files to a remote backup service. It utilizes 

signs of daily records of file metadata to perform back- ups by determining which files have changed, 

aggregating edited file data into segments for storage on a remote serviceMoreover, a thin-cloud approach to 

backup provides one to easily hedge against provider failures by backing up to multiple providers. 

Cryptographic Extraction and Key Derivation, HKDF Scheme: In spite of the central role of key derivation 

functions (KDF) in applied cryptography, there has been little formal work addressing the design and analysis of 

general multi-purpose KDFs.We provide detailed rationale for the design of KDFs based on the extract then 

expand approach; we present the first general and rigorous definition of KDFs and their security that we base on 

the notion of computational extractors; we specify a concrete fully practical KDF based on the HMAC 

construction; and we provide an analysis of this construction based on the extraction and pseudorandom 

properties of HMAC. The resultant KDF design can support a large variety of KDF applications under suitable 

assumptions on the underlying hash function; particular attention and effort is devoted to minimizing these 

assumptions as much as possible for each usage scenario. Beyond the theoretical interest in designing KDFs, 

this work is intended to address two important and timely needs of cryptographic applications: (i) providing a 

single hash-based KDF design that can be standardized for use in multiple and diverse applications, and (ii) 

providing a stable, yet effective, design that exercises much care in the way it utilizes a cryptographic hash 

function.A Key derivation function (KDF) is a basic and essential component of cryptographic systems: Its goal 
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is to take a source of initial keying material, usually containing some good amount of randomness.The main 

contrary in designing a KDF connects to the form of the initial keying material. 

 

III EXISTING SYSTEM 

However, security concerns proceed when data storage is outsourced to third-party cloud storage providers. It is 

passionable to enable cloud clients to check the integrity of their outsourced data, in case their data have been 

misfortunately untrustworthy or maliciously understood by insider/outsider attacks. As data generation is far 

outpacing data storage it proves costly for small firms to frequently update their hardware whenever additional 

data is created. Also preserving the storages can be a difficult task. It dispatch the file across the network to the 

client can consume heavy bandwidths. The problem is further tangled by the fact that the owner of the data may 

be a small device, like a PDA (personal digital assist) or a mobile phone, which have limited CPU power, 

battery power and communication bandwidth. 

 

DISADVANTAGE 

 The main pitfall of this scheme is the high resource costs it requires for the implementation. 

 They proposed for a single-server setting. 

 Also computing hash value for even a ordinary large data files can be computationally burdensome for 

some clients. 

 Data encryption is huge so the disadvantage is small users with limited computational power. 

 

IV PROPOSED SYSTEM 
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We study the issue of remotely checking the integrity of regenerating-coded data against corruptions under a 

real-life cloud storage setting.We design and execute a practical data integrity protection (DIP) scheme for a 

specific regenerating code, while conserving its intrinsic properties of fault tolerance and repair-traffic is saving.  

Our DIP scheme is depicted under a mobile Byzantine adversarial model, and authorize a client to feasibly 

verify the integrity of random subsets of outsourced data against general or malicious corruptions.It is desirable 

to enable clients to verify the integrity of their data in the cloud. We depict and execute a DIP scheme for the 

FMSR codes under a multiserver setting. We establish FMSR-DIP codes, which preserve the fault tolerance and 

repair traffic saving properties of FMSR codes. 

 

4.1 Advantage 

 Apart from depletion in storage costs data outsourcing to the cloud also helps in reducing the 

maintenance. 

 Avoid local storage of data. 

 Decrease the costs of storage, maintenance and personnel. 

 It decreases the chance of losing data by hardware failures. 

 Not cheating the owner. 

 

4.2 System Requirements 

4.2.1 Hardware 

 

• System        : Pentium IV  

•  Hard Disk   : 40 GB. 

•  Floppy Drive: 1.44 Mb. 

•  Monitor         : 15 VGA Colour. 

•  Mouse           : Logitech. 

•  Ram              : 512 Mb. 

 

4.2.2 Software 

•  Operating system :  Windows XP. 

•  Coding Language:  ASP.Net withC# 

•  Data Base           : SQL Server 2008 
 

V CONCLUSION 

We legalized data integrity protection in renovating coding based cloud storage by designing and implementing 

a DIP scheme for the FMSR codes under a multiserver setting. We built FMSR-DIP codes, which preserve the 

fault tolerance and repair traffic saving properties of FMSR codes. To recognize the practicality of FMSR-DIP 

codes, we examine the security strength via mathematical modeling and evaluate the running time overhead via 
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testbed experiments. We show how FMSR-DIP codes trade between performance and security under different 

parameter settings.  
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